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Investigation: snakebite death
South 24 Parganas, an investigation committee of three
members was set up to investigate the death of a snake
bite patient in Gosaba Block Hospital. The committee
visited Gosaba on Monday and Canning on Tuesday
where they spoke to the Doctors and the persons those
who have complaint about the unusual death of the
patient. On 18th May the snakebite victim rescued a
snake and went to the forest division office where during
the release he was bitten by the snake, After that he
himself went to the Gosaba hospital to get admitted, The
victim’s relatives and the co- workers have complaint that
during that time none of the on- duty officers and nurses
were available; they also complaint that though they had
anti-venom in their stock sill it was no given to the
patient. After listening to all this things the Health
Department decided to set an investigation committee.
On Monday the members of the committee visited to the
hospital and interrogated the accused doctors and
nurses, they wanted to know that why anti venom was
not administered in spite of having the stock. On Tuesday
the committee members met with the Secretary Bijan
Bhattacharya of canning Juktibadi
and cultural
organization who have complaint about the patient
death.
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Snake conservationist died due to Monocled cobra bite
A snake conservationist died due to snake bite from a Monocled cobra during its
release in the Sundarban jungle. This incidence occurred on Friday afternoon. The
canning Juktibadi organisation are working in the field of education and making people
aware regarding snakes, why snake conservation is important for ecological balance in
this ecosystem. Circumstantially one of their conservation worker died due to snake
bite.
With the help of Sunderban Tiger Reserve Forest officers on Friday evening two
venomous Monocled cobra were rescued and instead of killing them , they were taken
to the jungle for releasing them by Joydev Mondal , one of the snake was released
safely but while releasing the other it turned back and bite Joydev. He was then
transferred to the Gosaba Block hospital where he was given 20 vials of AVS, around 5
o’ clock in the evening the neostigmine was taken from the canning hospital; and
reached Gadhkhali on bike, but all in vain , Joydev died , before crossing the Vidhyadhari
river. The dead body was sent by the police to the Katapukur Morge for post-mortem.
The organisation members have been working hard to reduce the killing of snakes in the
Sunderban areas by educating people for years. But now all this work has been sent to
back foot after the death of one of their member. There is a saying in Bengali that “
getting a bite from a snake and seeing a tiger is all about destiny.” It seems like the
saying has been true for joydev.
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Snakebite death in Gosaba
One of the member of canning Juktibadi
organisation, Joydev Mondal , age 34
years died due to a Monocled cobra bite
while handing it over to the forest division
officers . On Friday at night he was
admitted to the Gosaba Primary hospital
but he died that night only. On Saturday
morning his body was sent for postmortem by the Gosaba police. The
canning Juktibadi organisation have
informed that their member Joydev
Mondal on Friday went to Gosaba forest
department with 10 rescued snakes ,
during that time one Monocled cobra bit
Joydev on his hand , immediately he
became sick and lost his consciousness .
In evening he was admitted to the Gosaba
primary Hospital.

